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The STF Stewart Resources Centre – CHECK US OUT! 
 
 
In order to serve you better, we have compiled the following list of resources 
that directly address some of your professional needs. We hope you find this 
publication helpful, and we would be pleased to hear from you if you would 
like us to continue producing more specialized resource lists, or if you have 
suggestions on how we can improve our service to you. We want to serve you 
better! 
 
We make it easy for you to use the Stewart Resources Centre: 
 

• For rural schools, we mail our resources directly to you and provide a 
postage-paid mailing label for you to use to mail the resources back to us. 
(Audio-visual resources are excluded from the Canada Post library 
mailing rate, so you will need to pay postage to return these items.) 

 
• For schools in Saskatoon, your resources arrive at your school through 

the weekly inter-school mail delivery. Materials may also be returned to 
us using this courier system. 

 
• You don’t need to know the exact titles for resources you need. Provide a 

topic and an approximate grade level at which you would like to use the 
materials, and we will do the rest! 

 
• We are accessible 24 hours a day through the STF website: 

www.stf.sk.ca You may search our catalog online or e-mail us your 
resource requests at: src@stf.sk.ca 

 
• Call us!  STF members may call the 

Stewart Resources Centre toll-free at 
1-800-667-7762, ext. 6323, or we can 
be reached at 373-1660, ext. 6323 for 
local calls. 

 
• Visit us in person! We are open 8:30 

a.m. to 5:00 p.m. from Monday to Friday. 
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Indicates item is a Ministry of Education’s Core Learning Resource. 
 

510.9 S659 
Agnesi to Zeno : over 100 vignettes from the history of math / Smith, Sanderson M. 
Berkeley, CA: Key Curriculum Press, 1996. 
Subjects: Mathematics – History. Mathematicians – Biography. 
Summary: Chronologically ordered vignettes discuss the cultural and historical development of 
mathematics and how mathematics is used in our daily lives. Each vignette includes a brief 
biography, an explanation of the mathematician’s contribution, and an insight into the historical and 
political perspective of the time. Activities involve research, communication, and analytical thinking 
as students apply the mathematicians’ concepts. 
 
515 C144 
Calculus / McGee, Ian J. Nicholls, Gordon T. Ponzo, Peter J. Savage, John A. Wainwright, John. 
Toronto, ON: Holt, Rinehart, 1988. 
Subjects: Calculus. 
Summary: Topics covered include: differentiation, applications of the derivative, curve sketching, 
trigonometric functions and their derivatives, derivatives of logarithm and exponential functions, 
antiderivatives and differential equations, and areas and integrals. 
 
510.7 C456 
Changing the faces of mathematics : perspectives on Indigenous people of North America / 
Hankes, Judith Elaine. Fast, Gerald R. 
Reston, VA: NCTM, 2002. 
Subjects: Mathematics – Study and teaching – Social aspects. Indians of North America – Education. 
Mathematical ability. 
Summary: This resource is a collection of essays related to teaching mathematics in a culturally 
relevant way to First Nations people of North America. Examples include suggestions for teaching 
numbers and operations concepts using traditional games, and for introducing students to a variety of 
number systems specific to North American First Nations people. 
 
510 C597 
Constructive assessment in mathematics : practical steps for classroom teachers / Clarke, David. 
Berkeley, CA: Key Curriculum Press, 1997. 
Subjects: Mathematics – Study and teaching. Mathematics – Textbooks. Mathematics – 
Examinations. Mathematical ability – Testing. 
Summary: Reinforcing the central purpose for assessing students, the three parts of this resource 
expand upon how assessment can foster student learning by valuing their strengths and identifying 
concepts not yet mastered. Integrating assessment into teaching and instruction, the selection and 
implementation of assessment strategies, and communicating assessment information to educational 
partners are addressed. 
 
 
 
 
 
• Annotations have been excerpted from book descriptions provided by the publishers and from bibliographies 

distributed by the Saskatchewan Ministry of Education. 
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510 S244 
Introducing mathematics / Sardar, Ziauddin. Van Loon, Borin. 
New York, NY: Icon Books, 1999. 
Subjects: Mathematics – Popular works. 
Summary: This learning resource traces the history of mathematics in comic strip format. The authors 
describe the discoveries and concepts from mathematicians of the ancient world to modern times. 
Mathematical topics such as geometry, calculus, number systems, and statistical reasoning are also 
explored. 
 
793.74 P597 
The mathematics of Oz : mental gymnastics from beyond the edge / Pickover, Clifford A. 
New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2002. 
Subjects: Mathematical recreations. 
Summary: Dorothy must solve an array of brainteasers in order to escape the clutches of her 
abductors, a group of mathematically obsessed aliens. Each short chapter is a mathematical adventure 
in which Dorothy is presented with a mystery, a puzzle, or a problem to solve. The author rates the 
problems in terms of difficulty. 
 
Navigations Series 
 
512 N325 
Navigating through algebra in grades 9-12 / Burke, Maurice Joseph. 
Reston, VA: NCTM, 2001. 
Subjects: Algebra – Study and teaching (Secondary). 
Summary: This book focuses on algebra as a language of process, expands the notion of variable, 
develops ideas about the representation of functions, and extends students’ understanding of algebraic 
equivalence and change. In the activities, students apply properties of functions by using median 
salary data, explore the meaning of equivalent equations, and use recursive or iterative forms to 
represent relationships. 
 
516.0071 N325 
Navigating through geometry in grades 9-12 / Day, Roger. 
Reston, VA: NCTM, 2001. 
Subjects: Geometry – Study and teaching (Secondary). 
Summary: This book concentrates on topics such as the use of transformations, coordinates and 
matrices, and congruence and similarity. Activities that take students through geometric tasks require 
some use of technology, including interactive geometry software and a calculator or a computer with 
software that produces geometric images and graphs. The supplemental CD-ROM features interactive 
electronic activities, master copies of activity pages for students, and additional readings for teachers. 
 
510.712 N325 
Navigating through measurement in grades 9-12 / Burke, Maurice J. 
Reston, VA: NCTM, 2005. 
Subjects: Measurement – Study and teaching (Secondary). Geometry – Study and teaching 
(Secondary). 
Summary: Throughout history, the need for more sophisticated measurements has led to the discovery 
of more sophisticated mathematics. This book highlights this important idea in activities that help 
students explore an array of measurement strategies and techniques. Investigations probe ancient 
methods for performing such tasks as measuring the speed of ships at sea and estimating the distance 
of the sun from the earth. Students apply simple formulas to measure complex shapes, explore 
iterative processes that lead to measurement formulas, and develop an original formula for measuring 
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the size of a tree. The supplemental CD-ROM features interactive electronic activities, master copies 
of activity pages for students, and additional readings for teachers. 
 
510.712 N325 
Navigating through number and operations in grades 9-12 / Burke, Maurice J. 
Reston, VA: NCTM, 2006. 
Subjects: Geometry – Study and teaching (Secondary). Measurement – Study and teaching 
(Secondary). 
Summary: This book’s activities probe rational and irrational numbers and investigate properties of 
integers and complex numbers. They explore numbers and operations embedded in physical objects 
and show how simple problems can lead to sophisticated considerations. Students examine the 
usefulness of irrational numbers in designing musical scales and of prime numbers in devising 
encryption schemes, for example, and they discover powerful ideas from graph theory in a concrete 
context of dikes, towers, and enclosed regions. The supplemental CD-ROM features interactive 
electronic activities, master copies of activity pages for students, and additional readings for teachers. 
 
519.2 N325 
Navigating through probability in grades 9-12 / Bright, George W. 
Reston, VA: NCTM, 2004. 
Subjects: Mathematical statistics – Study and teaching (Middle school). Probabilities – Study and 
teaching (Middle school). 
Summary: This book assists high school teachers in honing their students’ thinking by introducing 
them to two approaches to probability and exploring both approaches in real-world contexts. The first 
approach, which interprets probability as relative frequency over the long run, uses actual or 
simulated data from many experiments to arrive at empirical probabilities. The second approach 
analyzes outcomes abstractly to arrive at theoretical probabilities. The supplemental CD-ROM 
features interactive electronic activities, master copies of activity pages for students, and additional 
readings for teachers. 
 
510.76 J67 
Problem solving strategies : crossing the river with dogs and other mathematical adventures 
(2nd ed.) / Johnson, Ken. Herr, Ted. 
Problem solving strategies : crossing the river with dogs and other mathematical adventures 
(2nd ed.) : instructor’s resource book  / Johnson, Ken. Herr, Ted. 
Emeryville, CA: Key Curriculum Press, 2001. 
Subjects: Problem solving. Mathematics. 
Summary: This resource is designed to demonstrate various methods that can be used to solve the 
same problem. Each chapter concentrates on the application of a particular strategy. The 
corresponding sets of problems provide a multitude of authentic applications for this strategy. The 
importance of students communicating their different solutions and their logical reasonings are 
stressed throughout this resource. The accompanying instructor’s resource book and answer key 
supplements this resource. 
 
515.2433 W628 
Who is Fourier? : a mathematical adventure / Gleason, Alan. 
Boston, MA: Language Research Foundation, 2001. 
Subjects: Fourier analysis. 
Summary: Mathematical concepts in trigonometry, exponentiation, differentiation, and integration are 
explored through real-life examples. The authors then use these examples to illustrate a direct 
application of these areas of mathematics to complex Fourier analysis. This resource provides insight 
into the development of mathematical understanding through the eyes of students. 
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2317 Arlington Avenue 
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